
MUNICIPAL SCHOOL BOARD, AHMEDABAD

SMART LEARNING PROGRAM 



Std : 6, 7 & 8    Subject : Math, Science, S.S.,  English &  Gujarati



 To concrete the concepts of Math,Science,SS & Language

through various comprehensive activities.

 To execute Experimental based learning of math and

science.

 To impart the best of the highly qualified and experienced

faculty of Math,Science,SS & Language to the students of

Ahmedabad Municipal school board.

 To make the contemporary approaches, methodologies and

techniques reach all the teachers and students.

 To acquaint the students beyond the text materials.

 To provide Higher order learning.

 To implant and develop critical thinking among the

students.

 To utilize I.C.T. in classroom transaction.



1. Drafted the objectives of SMART LEARNING PROGRAMME after

hard core discussion with Math,Science,SS & Language teachers.

2. Designed the draft plan after colloquium.

3. Framed the core team for the program.

4. Finalized the script of the video lessons after thorough discussion with

experts.

5. Shot the video lessons for Std-6 to 8 Math & Science curriculum based

learning.

6. Designed the schedule for the transmission of video lessons for both the

semesters.

7. Got the benefit of an educational channel “ VANDE GUJARAT–6,7,8 ”

from BISAG (Bhaskaracharya Institute For Space Applications and Geo-

Informatics) for transmission which is the first educational channel to be

used by any local body for mass learning of elementary students across

the nation.



8. Transaction of lessons by local facilitator (science & SS

teacher) during “on air session” is carried out for a time

duration of 30 minutes.

9. After that teachers facilitate the learning for the next 30

minutes in “off air session” through various experiments,

activities and peer group discussions.

10. Assessment through worksheets is done in each off-air session.

Final assessment of the unit is done at the end of each unit.

11. After every assessment the marks of approximate 57,000

students of 290 schools are updated in the AMC-MSMS

software by the teachers.

12. Parents are updated with the marks of their wards through

AMC-MSMS software.



1. The concepts of Math,Science,SS & Language are being clarified.

2. The off-air and on-air activities of the program have led to an

increase in the interest of students for Math,Science,SS &

Language .

3. All the 290 Upper Primary schools of AMC school board are

being benefited from the experience and knowledge of the

expert faculty.

4. Due to beyond text learning and learning with technology the

interest of the students for the subject is being enhanced.

5. Students are developing aptitude for higher order learning

and analytical reasoning due to which there is enhancement in

their critical thinking.

6. Students have started carrying out various curriculum based

activities and experiments on their own.



7. The impact of the program is visible in the performance of

AMC School Board in GUNOTSAV program carried out by

Government of Gujarat.
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Number of teacher active logins >1000

Number of students information >55000

Number of exam results entry 

updated (2016-17)

>17 Lac

Number of result SMS Sent to 

parents

>1.5 Lac

Number of parents mobile number 

collected and updated

>25000



Grade wise performance analysis of students

Analyzing Success of Video TV episode

based on scoring

Overall performance of school board for

respective subjects

Immediate results update to parents using

mobile app & SMS

Identifying irregular students based on daily

attendance record

School Board/Zone/Bit/URC/CRC/ School

wise performance analysis
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Student Performance Analysis



1. The teaching learning material and the video lessons are

already within the reach of the schools in 2015-2016. The

schools will be benefited by the program every year through

re-telecast of the lessons.

2. As the channel of BISAG and its transmission is free of cost,

there is no question of recurring cost.

3. As the setup for video class is ready, there is no need for any

expenses except maintenance.

4. Students are being more and more interactive in classroom

which itself is motivation for the teachers and a parameter

showing the growth of students.















THANKS... 


